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Most diverse biogeographical zone?

• Rainfall varies from <500 to >3000mm!
• Frosts can be effectively absent or present ½

the year!
• Huge geographical gradients in Scotland and 

Ireland especially





Generally speaking………….

• Warm but not totally dry summers
• Cool but not excessively long winters
• Variable, but many productive soils
• Moderate gradients
• Capital-rich economies
• Pioneers of agricultural modernisation
• Good transport infrastructure – core/margin 

effect is large-scale not local driver
• Most improveable land has been improved





LFA



Semi-natural grasslands on fertile soils mostly lost



Survival of semi-natural pastures in lowland 
zones in the UK

• Physical reasons
– Slope
– Poor soils
– Wet soils
– Areas subject to flooding (rivers and sea)
– (All especially where there are alternatives)

• Legal/historical reasons
– Common land
– Military zones etc.
– Alternative income sources

• Cultural reasons
– ‘Horseyculture’

• Socio-economic reasons
• Few clearly ‘HNV systems’?





HNV more dominant 
– HNV farming 

systems

HNV usually only in 
parcels – HNV 

farming systems 
rare or at least 

difficult to identify
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Challenges: 
Fixing the role & importance of “farming”

• Working out the consequences for policy
– Role of (private) non-farmers
– Role of non-farming practices
– Has massive implications for spending because 

HNV farms mainly economically and socially 
marginal









Weakness of broad habitat definitions?

Sullivan et al. (2010)
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Targeting priorities, but ignoring their context?



Landscape, systems approach missing



Challenge:
Broadening the scope of ‘semi-natural’ (and HNV)?

• VERY significant question in the UK (and for large 
parts of more marginal lowland NW Europe?)

• Ecologists recognise the significance of ‘semi-
improved’ grasslands BUT
– Not a priority
– Not transmitted to other policy makers
– Not really recognised in support measures

• Matters partly because it is the ‘matrix’ for ‘high 
priority’ habitats in these zones, providing the 
rationale and context for the agricultural system





Summary

• Need clear ecologically-sound approach to 
nature value of farmland, including both 
characteristics of the habitat and its context in 
the wider landscape

• Need coherence with EIA Directive; 
Renewable Energy Directive

• Ideally should have greater coherence with 
CAP protection for permanent grassland

• Need clarity about scope of action re. 
farming/farmland



Summary

• What does that mean for NON-farm 
grasslands?

• Need to identify significance of HNV farmland 
in the farm economy – is there a HNV farming 
system?  Is it about parcels or farms?

• Need then to identify and address economic 
and non-economic drivers/motivations, which 
will differ according to these factors

• (Need, for example to look at the ‘small farm’
issue)
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